DAY 1: Friday, 04/12/2015

09:30-10:30 Registration
10:30-11:00 Inauguration
11:00-11:15 Tea break
11:15-12:00 Making lawyers happy – Doug Oard

12:00-13:00 Track overviews
   Cross-language detection of SOurce COde re-use (Esaú Villatoro-Tello)
   Shared task on mixed script information retrieval (Monojit Choudhury)
   Arabic plagiarism detection (Kareem Darwish)

13:00-14:30 Lunch break
14:30-14:45 Track overviews (continued)
   Automated story illustration (Gareth Jones)

14:45-15:30 What can you do with a semantically annotated Web in your pocket? – Jaap Kamps
15:30-15:45 Tea break
15:45-16:45 Track talks: Entity extraction from social media text - Indian languages
   17:15- Steering Committee meeting

DAY 2: Saturday, 05/12/2015

10:00-10:45 Dynamic information retrieval evaluation – Charles Clarke
10:45-11:30 Conference track papers
   Eric Harth – Document retrieval metrics for program understanding
   Mijail Kabadjov – OnForumS: the shared task on online forum summarisation at MultiLing’15
11:30-11:45 Tea break
11:45-12:15 Conference track papers (continued)
   Gareth Jones – Context-driven dimensionality reduction for clustering text documents
   Somnath Chandra
12:15-13:00 Track talks: Shared task on mixed script information retrieval
13:00-14:00 Lunch break
14:00-14:30 Track talks: Shared task on mixed script information retrieval (continued)
14:30-15:15 IR meets social science – Kareem Darwish
15:15-15:30 Tea break
15:30-16:15 Track talks: Shared task on mixed script information retrieval (continued)
16:15-17:00 Other Evaluation Forums
   18:30- Poster Session & Banquet
09:30-10:15 **Using semantic information to improve IR systems** – Paulo Quaresma

10:15-10:45 **Track talks**: CLSOCO

10:45-11:15 **Conference track papers (continued)**
 Alexander Kotov – Leveraging user meta-data in information retrieval and textual data mining

11:15-11:30 **Tea break**

11:30-13:00 **Industry session**
 Mayur Datar – Machine learning challenges in e-commerce
 Girish Kesav Palshikar – HR analytics in TCS

13:00-14:00 **Lunch break**

14:00-14:30 **Track talks**: Automated story illustration

14:30-15:15 **Computational linguistic capacity building: creating and collecting language processing tools and resources for under-resourced languages** – Björn Gambäck

15:15-15:30 **Tea break**

15:30-16:15 Gareth Jones

16:15-16:30 **Closing Note**